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What is New & Changed?  
 

1) Enhanced BIM Workflow: 
a. In this version’s BIM workflow, the Modeler (OBM) and the Analytics (LBS and LBC) are completely 

integrated to strengthen the model-centric approach in BIM applications.  
b. Almost all changes regarding the physical modeling (geometry, materials, etc.) will be performed on 

Modeler side, and the changes automatically get reflected in the Analytics. 
c. Once a file is initially sent from Modeler to Analytics using “Send To” button, Modeler will update 

Analytics when a modification is made in Modeler, automatically, without using “Send To” button. 
d. Following the changes made in Modeler; Analytics components, when they are launched, notice the 

changes made and classifies them as either minor or major changes. A warning message is shown stating 
if a minor or major change has occurred and if the user is confirming the corresponding action that 
Analytics component is going to take as a result of this change.  

e. Users can start a project (or a file) using BIM workflow, however, he/she can always switch to 
Standalone mode by making a copy of the file.  

f. Note that analytics files (.lbsx and .lbcx) are generating two more files (.xml and .db). These files should 
be located either in the original directory where analytics files generated for the first time or in the same 
directory where the analytics files are (in case analytics files are relocated).   
 

2) Addition of RM Bridge Advanced – offering powerful analytical capabilities for all complex bridges – as the third 
analytical component, in addition to LEAP Bridge Concrete and LEAP Bridge Steel.  

 
3) ProjectWise Connection: 

a. Users can log in to ProjectWise directly from OBD interface. 
b. .obd and .dgn files can be opened or saved from ProjectWise explorer. 

 
  



4) Analysis Results/Diagrams on OBD Interface (available for LEAP Bridge Concrete and LEAP Bridge Steel 
components): 

 
 

5)  Project Info Dialog: 
a. Users can see location and structural information for all units/bridges within a project. 
b. Many fields are automatically filled by the information entered in OpenBridge Modeler component. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 



Subscription Entitlement Service (SES): 
This product version utilizes Subscription Entitlement Service, which is not supported by SELECT activation key(s). SES is 

a free service, featuring new behavior to enhance your organization’s user administration and security with mandatory 

user sign-in via CONNECTION Client to access the application. If you are already signed in to the CONNECTION Client, you 

have met this prerequisite. If you have not, please refer to the Administrator's Resource Center and/or contact your 

administrator for assistance in the registration and sign-in process. 

Note: You may need to contact your system administrator if your organization uses a proxy server to connect to the 
Internet. Click the Proxy... button in the Product Activation Wizard to display a dialog for entering these connection 
settings. 

 

Directory Structure 

The default directory of LEAP Bridge Steel is "C:\Program Files\Bentley\LEAP Bridge Steel CE V19", if the user has not 
changed the location during installation. The tutorials are installed in the Example directory within LEAP Bridge Steel 
folder. Help directory within LEAP bridge Steel folder contains all the necessary help. 

 


